The conformable time fractional Jimbo-Miwa and Zakharov-Kuznetsov equations are solved by the generalized form of the Kudryashov method. A simple compatible wave transformation is employed to reduce the dimension of the equations to one. The predicted solution is of the form of a rational expression of two finite series at both the numerator and the denominator. The terms of both series are of the powers of some functions having exponential expressions satisfying a particular ODE. The exact solutions are expressed explicitly in terms of powers of some exponential functions in form of rational expressions.
Introduction
The conformable time fractional Jimbo-Miwa (JM) equation of the form [1] u xxxy + pu y u xx + qu x u xy + rT β t u y − su xz = 0
,where u is defined in R 3 , t > 0 and the coefficients p, q, r, s ∈ R − {0}, is considered. In this form of the equation, the conformal derivative operator T β t represents the β.th order derivative (β ∈ (0, 1]) with respect to the variable t. The integer ordered form of the JM equation (1) is a member of the KP-hierarchy and is not capable of passing obtained the planar bifurcation theory [27] .
Preliminaries and Essential Tools
The βth order derivative in conformable sense is defined as T β t (u(t)) = lim τ →0 u(t + τ t 1−β ) − u(t) τ , β ∈ (0, 1].
in the positive half space for a function u : [0, ∞) → R [30] . The βth conformable derivative has the properties given below. The conformable derivative supports many significant properties like Laplace transform, exponential function, chain rule, Gronwall's inequality, various integration rules and Taylor series expansion [33] . Theorem 2 Let u be an β-differentiable function in conformable sense. Also suppose that v is differentiable in classical sense and is defined in the range of u. Then,
Method of Solution
A general non-linear PDE given as
where u = u(x, y, z, t), β ∈ (0, 1] can be reduced to
where ( ′ ) indicates classical derivative of U wrt ω by a simple transform of traveling wave
The compatible forms of the traveling wave transform were used in some recent studies [1, 29, 34] . Implementing the classical balance procedure in the related terms gives the relation the numbers M and N required for the construction of the solution
where P (ω) satisfies the ODE
with the positive real A = 1. It should be noted that the solution of this ODE is
for a nonzerod. The solution procedure follows by substituting a more clear form of the solution (8) determined by using suitable values of M and N into (6) . The coefficients of powers of P in the resultant polynomial is forced to be zero. Thus, an algebraic system of equations is constructed. The solution of this system gives the relation between the parameters used in the target equation and the wave transform. Once the relations between the parameters are determined the solution to (6) can be expressed explicitly. The final step of the procedure is to express the solutions of the target fractional PDE in terms of the original variables.
The solutions of the conformable time fractional JM Equation
The wave transform (7) reduces the JM equation (after integrating the resultant ODE once) to
where K is the constant of integration. Balancing U ′′′ and (U ′ ) 2 gives the relation M = N + 1. Choose M = 2 and N = 1. Then, the solution (8) is expressed as
with a 2 = 0 and b 1 = 0. Substituting this solution into (11) gives
This equation can be rearranged by using (9) . Then, the coefficients of powers of P is equalized to zero to give an algebraic system of equations
The solution of this system (14) for a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , b 0 , b 1 , ν and K gives
for arbitrarily chosen a, b, c, a 1 and b 1 . Thus, the solution to (11) is determined as
Returning the original variables (x, y, z, t) gives the solution to the conformable time fractional JM equation (1) as
(17) The algebraic system (14) has one more solution as
for arbitrary a 1 , b 0 , b 1 , a, b and c. Then, the solution to (11) is expressed as
Thus, the solution to the conformable time fractional JM equation (1) 
The solutions of the conformable time fractional ZK Equation
The traveling wave transform (7) reduces the conformable time fractional ZK equation (2) to
after integrating the resultant ODE once. Balancing U 2 and U ′′ gives the relation M = N + 2. Assuming N = 1 and M = 3 gives the predicted solution of the form
where a 3 = 0 and b 1 = 0. Substituting this solution into (21) and arranging the resultant equation gives
Solving algebraic equations derived by equation the coefficients of the powers of P (ω) in the previous equation for a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , b 0 , b 1 and ν gives a 0 = 0
where ap = 0 for arbitrarily chosen a, b, c, K and b 1 . Thus, the solutions to (21) are expressed as
for arbitrarily chosen b 1 , K, a, b and c. The return to the original variables gives the solutions as
where
The algebraic system (23) has some more solutions written as
where b 0 , b 1 , K, a, b and c are arbitrary constants. Thus, the solutions to (21) are obtained as
for arbitrarily chosen b 0 , b 1 , K, a, b and c and
Returning the original variables gives the solution to the comformable time fractional ZK equation (2) as 
Conclusion
In the study, the generalized Kudryashov method is implemented to some conformable time fractional PDEs defined in three space dimensions, name the conformable time fractional JM and ZK equations. The compatible wave transform has a significant role in the solutions steps. Reducing both equations to some ODEs and implementation of the generalized form of the Kudryashov method derive some explicit exact solutions to them. These explicit solutions can be represented in rational forms of some finite exponential function series.
